PROOF: HILLARY AND PODESTA ABSOLUTELY TIED TO PUTIN

PUTIN INVESTED $35 MILLION IN JOULE UNLIMITED, PODESTA’S BOSTON GREEN ENERGY COMPANY

HILLARY’S “THE RUSSIANS DID IT” EMAIL HACKING EXCUSE IS BUSTED

FIG. 1—VLADIMIR PUTIN & HILLARY CLINTON—COMMON FINANCIAL INTERESTS—Vladimir Putin’s political mentor, Anatoly Chubais, is Chairman of Putin’s favored funding front—Rusnano (Russian Nanotechnology Corporation). Bill and Hillary’s closest advisor, John Podesta, has been associated with various Dutch companies in which Podesta and Chubais have been directors and in which Rusnano invested $35 million. If this weren’t close enough, one of the investors with Rusnano is the Wyss Foundation that made an up to $5 million donation to The Clinton Foundation.

Chubais helped lead the disastrous Russian privatization voucher program in the early 1990’s pressed by then World Bank chief economist, Larry Summers. Summers later served alongside Podesta in the Clinton and Obama White Houses. Summers’ aids in the Russian privatization debacle were Sheryl K. Sandberg and Yuri Milner, who were later placed in charge of global email and social networking via Gmail, Mail.ru, Facebook and Vkontakte. In short, this small group has taken over the Internet by exploiting state powers using the social networking invention stolen from Columbus innovator Leader Technologies as well as core Internet inventions by others.

Photo: Free Republic.
(OCT. 10, 2016) – Between yesterday’s Sunday talk shows and the second presidential debate last night, Hillary Clinton and her key Democratic operatives blamed the Russians in unison for The Podesta Emails released by WikiLeaks.

The facts show otherwise. They reveal a cozy set of relationships among Hillary, Podesta, Vladimir Putin, Yeltsin-era mentor, Anatoly Chubais, Larry Summers, Sheryl Sandberg and George Soros.

IS THIS GROUNDS FOR TREASON?

On Dec. 06, 2008, John Podesta’s PAC Center for American Progress held a board retreat that included many future Obama and Hillary operatives including Cheryl Mills, George Soros’ Open Society Foundations president, Goldman Sachs operatives and Hansjorg Wyss, founder of The Wyss Foundation, a perennial Podesta consulting client.

This meeting shows that just six weeks before Hillary Clinton formally convened her State Department staff, her chief of staff, Cheryl D. Mills, was colluding with operatives of foreign powers and George Soros.

These relationships should have been disclosed at the time Mills and Clinton signed their ethics statements. They should have precluded them from any involvement in a whole range of issues related to these conflicts of interest, like any matter involving Russia and Russian interests, Uranium One, Frank Giustra (a Clinton Foundation donor and collaborator), George Soros and his global web of activities through Open Society Foundations, the Goldman Sachs bailout and their involvement in Hillary’s promotion of Facebook as an e-diplomacy tool while the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement legal battle was proceeding.

Arguably, given the breadth of these conflicting relationships, they should have completely disqualified Clinton and Mills from State Department activities.

JOULE UNLIMITED, BOSTON

In 2011, Wyss and Podesta were investor and director, respectively, in a Boston-based green energy company Joule Unlimited Technologies, Inc. Oddly, the Russian press announcement contains lewd analogies to “sexy lesbian porn” and “alternative gay porn” (see the link at the beginning of the paragraph, no way to explain why it is there). Given the genesis of this company, perhaps the analogies are appropriate to this obscenity of a company, and it is not surprising that Hillary is involved.

RUSNANO, MOSCOW


Podesta resigned the Joule Unlimited board in 2012, but Wyss continues to be a major shareholder. The leaked emails show that as recently as Mar. 10, 2016, Podesta and the Wyss Foundation used Podesta’s Gmail to coordinate a board meeting with former Arizona governor Bruce Babbitt, Harvard Business Publishing professor Howard H. Stevenson, and UC Hastings property law professor John Leshy.

This corruption entangles Hillary’s campaign with Harvard Business School and UC in Hillary’s and Podesta’s secret Russian business—all the while Podesta and Hillary spuriously blame the Russians for the WikiLeaks leak.

These associations may amount to treason and are certainly illegal conflicts of interest, in our opinion.

THE RUSSIANS DID NOT DO IT, HILLARY & PODESTA EXPOSED THEIR EMAILS AND PLANS THEMSELVES

Podesta and Hillary relied on Gmail and other “free” email services in these leaked emails—despite the warnings from security and privacy experts. Here are some of the unsecured Gmail addresses:

- john.podesta@gmail.com: Hillary campaign chairman
- robbymook2015@gmail.com: Hillary campaign manager
- kristinakschake@gmail.com: Hillary communications director
- jpryn.sepp@gmail.com: Podesta special assistant
- jake.sullivan@gmail.com: Hillary adviser
- [FBI REDACTED, p.21]@gmail.com: Hillary Clinton Gmail account
- huma.gmail@yahoo.pst: Huma Abedin Gmail/Yahoo archives

GMAIL USERS CAN HAVE NO EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY, BY LICENSE

Here’s the license every Gmail user clicks, usually without reading it:

When you upload or otherwise submit content to our Services, you give Google . . . a worldwide license to use, host, store, reproduce, modify, create derivative works . . . communicate, publish, publicly perform, publicly display and distribute such content. . . . This license continues even if you stop using our Services . . . ”

Google, its agents, third party purchasers and the NSA (ref. Edward Snowden) have access to ALL of Podesta’s and Hillary’s Gmils. The bottom line is, the moment Podesta and Hillary started using Gmail, they leaked their own emails—by their own hand.

Therefore, “The Russians did it” excuse is a blatant lie—yet another. And we expect this woman to protect our cybersecurity?

* * *
POSTSCRIPT (REPEATED FROM PREVIOUS POST)—WIKILEAKS PODESTA EMAILS CONFIRM SECRET CLINTON TIES TO PUTIN, "GENDER RESEARCH" & FOOD SECURITY WAR GAMING

NEW, 10/10/2016: SELLING OUT AMERICA

On Dec. 06, 2008, before Barack Obama's inauguration to his first term, Podesta's PAC Center for American Progress organized a board of directors retreat. The invitees included: (1) Wyss Foundation founder Hansjörg Wyss, (2) George Soros's Open Society president Aryeh Neier, (3) Goldman Sachs operatives, and (4) Cheryl Mills, Hillary's soon-to-be chief of staff. This email ties Hillary and Mills directly to George Soros and secret Russian influences via the Wyss Foundation.

NEW, 10/10/2016: PODESTA TOPICS THAT TIME MAGAZINE CHOSE TO IGNORE

On Feb. 22, 2015, Podesta scheduled meetings re. Facebook social media strategy, "Gender Research" (WHAT'S THAT?), with Facebook's COO Sheryl Sandberg, meetings on food security war gaming (whatever that is), and a meeting with Molly McUsic, president of Wyss Foundation. Wyss has donated up to $5 million to the Clinton Foundation and holds stock in Boston-based Joule Unlimited in which Vladimir Putin's company Rusnano invested $35 million.

The Apr. 19, 2015, Podesta email discusses a blistering Washington Examiner article about Wyss Foundation that failed to analyze Wyss & Podesta ties to Rusnano & Putin.

NEW, 10/10/2016: SELLING OUT AMERICA

On Mar. 10, 2016, Podesta and the Wyss Foundation used Podesta's Gmail to coordinate a meeting between longtime Obama–Clinton community organizer Nick Rathod and the Wyss Foundation using his Gmail account. Note: Magically, Rathod's bio has disappeared. This is more proof of influence pedaling among the White House, Clinton Foundation and Clinton campaign.

NEW, 10/10/2016: PODESTA TOPICS THAT TIME MAGAZINE CHOSE TO IGNORE

On Mar. 25, 2015, Podesta outlines a plan for Podesta's next Apr. 09 Wyss Foundation board meeting in Boston where "Wyss will cover travel." The email also mentions: "Wyss Foundation: Reach out to Hansjörg Wyss," who is a Putin confidante.

NEW, 10/10/2016: PODESTA TOPICS THAT TIME MAGAZINE CHOSE TO IGNORE

On Dec. 3, 2015, Podesta coordinated a meeting between longtime Obama–Clinton community organizer Nick Rathod and the Wyss Foundation using his Gmail account. Note: Magically, Rathod's bio has disappeared. This is more proof of influence pedaling among the White House, Clinton Foundation and Clinton campaign.

The CEO of Rusnano is Anatoly Chubais, who in 1993 secretly colluded with Larry Summers, Sheryl K. Sandberg and Yuri Milner to implement the disastrous World Bank voucher privatization program in the former Soviet Union. Milner was later assigned to take over email systems in the Russian sphere of influence via Mail.ru and Vkontakte, while Sandberg did the same in the West via Gmail and Facebook.

These scoundrels control most of the supposedly "free" email, globally.

Why is Podesta meeting with Facebook's Sandberg on "gender research" and others on "food security war gaming." Are these not the topics of dictators and schemers, not statesmen?

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of Facebook's Orwellian doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under MO's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity. They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves to these privileges.

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT

WILL HUMANKind EVER LEARN? Facebook's Orwellian doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under MO's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity. They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves to these privileges.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

LEADER TECHNOLOGIES Inventor Protection Act (Preposed)

America needs to practice what it preaches. We have no business lecturing the world about free enterprise and the rule of law, when we permit the investors in Ohio-based innovator Leader Technologies to go uncompensated for the risks they took to help invent social networking.

— a technology upon which the President and U.S. government now rely;

— a technology stolen by the "Facebook Cabal" who recruited the federal courts and Patent Office into their club of corruption;

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster. America should not be in the business of cheating its entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy...
This is what corrupt globalism looks like..... political parties are not even a factor. It's all about building circular schemes that pay every contributor to play along. It's much like the movie The Firm. Once in, participants can't get out “alive”.

The folks that believe in nothing except their own wellbeing are not going to do or say anything that disrupts the shared flow of power and wealth. In order to deceive they may, with a wink, pretend to be against a fellow crook but that doesn't last long. The issue in this election is whether or not Americans recognize that we are caught in a web of corruption beyond belief. And then , are we willing to elect a man of ill repute to take on the worldwide mob? It does take someone absolutely nuts to tackle these thugs.....and he is nuts.

Have a deplorable day, TEX=
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